


Here is the latest type RECORDIO DISC . . . sturdy, lightweight, long-

lasting and economical. Use this disc for your first real recording.

Notice how the grooves appear, deep, even and shiny in the jet-black,

mirror-smooth finish. This is due to a special Wilcox-Gay coating ap-

plied under rigidly controlled conditions of temperature and humidity.

Your valuable recordings are safer, more permanent on these un-

breakable Aluminum Base RECORDIO DISCS. They come packed in

albums of six and are available in 6j4", 8" and 10" sizes. For lasting

realism, ask for these Blue Label RECORDIO DISCS the next time you

visit your dealer.

More information on RECORDIO DISCS on the following pages



pointers

RECORDIOPOINTERS is a book of fun ... a book of how . . . how to travel

the broad new highway of home entertainment opened with your purchase

of RECORDIO.

Coming your way are fun-packed, merry-making, jollity-jammed evenings.

Round up your special friends, let them select their plays, choose their charac-

terizations and their sound effects, and the party is off to a gay whirl.

In one evening you can play all the rollicking romantic roles you wish . .

.

from Casey at the Bat to swashbuckling Robin Hood . . . from dazzling queens

of glamor like Cleopatra or startling Helen of Troy to present-day queens

of jive.

And that’s only part of the fun. The playback rivals the recording for sheer

merriment. Let pre-chosen judges decide which characterization, which sound

effect, which play tops all others, then award an "Oscar” to the winners. ^
Many are the day-by-day uses of RECORDIO. Why write letters when you ,

can record them in one-tenth the time . . . when recipients will love the added

pleasure of hearing your voice. As for sending greetings . . . RECORDIO
DISCS with their gay holiday seals, in special mailing envelopes, give an extra

sincerity to your message, additional joy to the receiver.

RECORDIO is a fascinating personality in your home. To derive most

enjoyment from this brilliant new star in the firmament of home entertain-

ment, read every page of RECORDIOPOINTERS.
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What recording disc to use?

RECORDIO DISCS come in three convenient types

and sizes for every kind of home recording. For

amateur theatricals, voice tryouts, sound effect tests,

or talking letters, use economical fiber base discs

in 6]4
,f or 8" sizes.

PERMANENT RECORDINGS require sturdy,

aluminum base discs for long-lasting, high fidelity

reproduction. The lightweight disc with the blue

label and the heavyweight disc with the gold label

are both available in 6}4'\ 8" and 10" sizes.

HEAVYWEIGHT

ALUMINUM

BASE

wmmmm

LIGHTWEIGHT

ALUMINUM

BASE

IlilU

The new heavyweight, aluminum base RECORDIO

DISC is a professional-type disc, mirror finished in

jet black. Heavy aluminum base and special coating

preserve playback fidelity indefinitely.

New, lightweight, aluminum base, RECORDIO DISC.

High fidelity reproduction, long playback life and low

noise level characterize its excellent reproduction.

Sold in albums of six in three sizes—6 Vi", 8" and 10".

The popular fiber-base RECORDIO DISCS are light-

weight, inexpensive discs, ideal for mailing, casual

recording and everyday use. Brightly colored, they

come in useful 6 Vi" and 8" sizes for convenient

handling.

RlUi



ow long will a recording run?

RECORDING TIME

At standard 78 rpm,
4 V2 minutes

At slower 3 3 73 rpm,
1 1 minutes

(10" size)

RECORDING TIME RECORDING TIME

At standard 78 rpm,
2 minutes

At standard 78 rpm,

3 minutes

At slower 33 a
/3 rpm,

7 minutes
At slower 33/3 rpm,

4 3A minutes

(
6 Y2" size) (8 size)

r v r.
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ow to make good recordings

For achieving better results in your recordings, remember these important factors:

MECHANICAL ESSENTIALS

Cutting needles must be sharp and clean.

The recording disc must be of suitable size.

Both cutting and playback needles must be renewed frequently for best performance.

MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE

Establish the live area around the microphone, so that speakers can stand in an arc within this

range. About one-half foot to a foot-and-a-half is indicated, with weak voices nearer and loud

voices farther distant.

Never handle a microphone roughly. It is as sensitive as a fine watch.

Face the microphone. Don’t breathe heavily.

Decide on signals before starting to record.

ENVIRONMENT

A bare room produces an unpleasant echo. Carpeted floors and hanging draperies improve the

general sound effect.

SCRIPT

Each character, the sound effects man, and the announcer, must have his own script.

Each sheet of the script must be loose to facilitate turning to the back of the sheaf. The micro-

phone magnifies rustling paper.

Each character must pronounce his words effortlessly . . . must speak his role, not read it.

CUTTING OFF-THE-AIR

Turn "volume” down, place cutting arm on disc, allow disc to revolve for two turns. Press "record

radio” button, gradually increase volume and adjust the electronic eye to a point where it barely

closes.



To get into action, decide on the plays

you wish. You’ll need several for you’ll

want each guest to have a part. Toss

names of all masculine characters—writ-

ten on individual slips of paper—into a

hat and let each guest select his own role.

Do the same for the feminine roles.

You’ll need sound effects and one or

more sound effects men. You’ll want

judges to award the "Oscar” for the best

performances of the evening. These you

may appoint, select by ballot or they

may be self-chosen as in the selection

of the cast.



The sound effects in your dramatic ventures are just as important as the

actors’ lines . . . and often a lot more hilarious. The various sound

effects called for help make the play more realistic. As often as possible,

you want to employ the actual sound called for in the script . . . such
9

things as the sound of doors, windows, newspapers, dishes, bells,

splashing water, footsteps, etc. Whenever it is impossible to secure

the exact sound called for, approximate the sound.

The actors can help the sound man along. They should notice any

action called for in the script and regulate their voices so as to sound

like they are going through the motion, when in reality, they are just

standing before the microphone.

Save broken dishes, cellophane, tinfoil, New Year’s Eve noise-

makers, etc., for future use as sound effects.



SOUND DESIRED METHOD OF REPRODUCTION

Automobile Use the motor of a vacuum cleaner.

Bone Breaking Break a few strands of spaghetti.

Brake Screeching Blow up a long balloon, moisten a finger and rub it along the length of the balloon.

Cork Popping Click your tongue against the roof of your mouth.

Crowd Background Tune a radio between two stations.

Door Use a cabinet door.

Elevator Use the motor of an electric mixer or hair dryer.

Falling Body Drop a large telephone book on the floor or turn over an upholstered chair.

Fire Crinkle cellophane.

Footsteps Crunching
in the snow Squeeze a box of powdered sugar or soap flakes in time to the required walking.

Gun Shot Snap a ruler on a table top.

Hail Pour rice into a glass dish.

Moving Horses Tap finger nails on hard surface.

Rain
*

Salt or sugar poured into box.

Thunder Rattle a cookie sheet.



;efore cutting...

... be sure your cutting needle is tightly inserted into the cutting arm.

. . . it’s a good idea to have a rehearsal, running through the whole

script with all the sound effects.

. . . time the rehearsal to see how much of the script will go on one

side of the record, being sure to leave one or two dry grooves at

the beginning and end of each disc so that the opening and closing

will not be abrupt.

• . . test your sound effects on economical fiber-base RECORDIO DISCS

to see how loud they will register.

. .
.
position all characters in relation to voice strength.



SAMPLE SCRIPTS FOR YOUR “RECORDIO PLAYHOUSE”

RECORDING TIME: 3 Minutes. Disc Size: 8".

CHARACTERS: JOHN, Young Sportsman.

ELSIE, Sweet Young Thing.

SOUND EFFECTS: Voices in background.



The student

ELSIE: It's so wonderful to be out here, John. Just you and me and that great

big beautiful moon. What are you thinking about, John? I mean when

you look at the moon?

JOHN: Why. . .why .. .duck hunting. I'm going tomorrow. Fellows from the office.

That moon means we'll have swell weather.

ELSIE: Oh... is that all, John? Don’t you think of anything else? I think

how lucky I am to be with you ... looking at such a beautiful moon.

JOHN: Oh, that! I really am lucky to be with you, too, Elsie. You... you look

like an angel in the moonlight.

ELSIE: Oh, John. How poetic! But I’m not an,angel. I don't want to be an

angel . Not an angel

!

JOHN: What... what do you mean, Elsie?

ELSIE: I mean... why John! I didn’t mean anything like that. You’ve insulted

me. Oh... Oh... I want to go right home.

JOHN: I didn’t mean anything at all, Elsie. I just asked what you meant when

you said that you didn't want to be an angel.

ELSIE: I meant that angels never have any fun. They don't laugh, dance, play

golf, or skate. Really, John, have you ever seen an angel horseback

riding?



The student

JOHN: Well, no, I guess I haven't. I just meant that angels always look

pretty.

ELSIE: Just looking pretty is stupid, John. You wouldn't want to spend all

your time with an angel that just looked pretty, would you, John?

You’d rather be with me, John, wouldn't you?

JOHN: Yes, that’s true, Elsie. No doubt about that.

ELSIE: Oh, John, you would rather be with me? Why, then we’re engaged.

JOHN: W-w-w-what did you say? I don’t think I heard right.

ELSIE: Oh, John, you don't have to act shy. You said you'd like to be with

me all the time. That means we're engaged. Kiss me, John.

SOUND: VOICES FADE OUT STRANGE VOICES COME IN

JOHN: I. . .1. . .wasn't thinking. . .uh. . .here are some people coming Elsie.

Elsie, don't hang on to me like that. Let’s. . .let’s go back to the

party.

ELSIE: Now, they're gone, John. John, kiss me.

JOHN: Well, ah. . .ah. .

.

PAUSE

ELSIE: Oh... that was beautiful, John. I’m so happy. Aren't you happy, too,

John? And really John, you won't have to get me a great, great big



The student

diamond. I'm happy just to have you. Shall we get the ring tomorrow,

dear?

JOHN: R-r-r-ring? Tomorrow? .. .Why, I'm hunting ducks tomorrow. I can't

buy a ring.

ELSIE: Well, that's simple. We can be together anyway. I'll go along with

you, darling.

JOHN: No, no. No, Elsie. That's final. I'm going with the fellows.

ELSIE: Oh, John! I never thought you could be so masterful. The way you

swept me off my feet!

JOHN: What? What did you say?

ELSIE: Kiss me again, John.

PAUSE

ELSIE: That was more wonderful than the first kiss, John.

JOHN: There's something I must tell you, Elsie. Now, don't take it too hard.

ELSIE: Oh, John. Is it terrible? You mean you're getting bald.

JOHN: No, no. Elsie. . .Elsie. . .you aren't the first girl I've kissed.

PAUSE

ELSIE: I know that, John. There’s something I ought to tell you, too.

You’ve got a lot to learn.



RECORDING TIME: 3 Minutes. Disc Size: 8".

CHARACTERS: Man
Woman
Announcer.

SOUND EFFECTS: Smack, slap, small metal pan, shot,

assorted articles, china or balloon, gum
chewing, scratching noise, pop of

cork, water, lapping noise, chips.



Their first romance

ANNOUNCER: This is your announcer
, bringing you the dramatic

presentation "Their First Romance." will hp hp^rd as
the man, and will take the part of the woman.
(IN A SMARTY-SMARTY VOICE) But I get the pay-off line!

SOUND: A LOUD SMACK FOLLOWED BY A SLAP

ANNOUNCER: Our scene is one of romance .. .Man and Woman are sitting in the
moonlight. . .talking. .

.

MAN: My darling, I must tell you...

WOMAN: Yes, sweetheart, please do...

MAN: You are the only woman I have ever loved.

WOMAN: And you are the only man I have ever loved.

MAN: You're the loveliest creature in the world.

WOMAN: And you’re the strongest and handsomest...

MAN: I want to devote my whole life to making you happy... only you...

WOMAN: You're the only person in this whole world who could make me happy.

MAN: Oh, my darling, I throw my heart at your feet.

SOUND: DROPPING OF HEAVY METAL OBJECT

WOMAN: You say the sweetest things...

MAN: I’ll love you... and only you. .. forever. .

.

WOMAN: Yes, darling, I know.

MAN: You do love me, too, don’t you?

WOMAN: With all my heart.

MAN: If anything ever happened to you, I would simply blow my top...

SOUND: A SHOT FOLLOWED BY AN ASSORTMENT OF DROPPING ARTICLES

WOMAN: Don't say that .. .you’ re breaking my heart.

SOUND: BREAK A PIECE OF CHINA OR PUNCTURE A BALLOON



Their first romance

MAN: Darling, you're the most beautiful woman in the world...

WOMAN: How sweet of you to say so. .

.

MAN: I could feast my eyes on you for hours at a time.

SOUND: LOUD CHEWING OF GUM

WOMAN: Aren’t you a dear...

MAN: Your beauty is breath-taking. . .such soft skin... your hands are like

lily petals.

SOUND: SCRATCHING ON A ROUGH SURFACE

MAN: And your kisses. . .oh. . .your kisses are like wine. .

.

SOUND

:

POP OF CORK. . .POURING OF WATER. . .THEN LOUD LAPPING UP SOUND

WOMAN: I love you when you say such romantic things.

MAN: And I mean them, too.

WOMAN: Compliments mean so much to a girl.

MAN: I’ll wrack my brain thinking of new ones for you.

SOUND

:

SHAKING OF CHIPS

WOMAN

:

Oh, good!

MAN: You’re the only woman in the world for me.

WOMAN

:

And you’re the only man in the world for me.

MAN: You're the first girl I have ever kissed.

WOMAN

:

You’re the first man I've ever kissed.

MAN: You believe me, darling, don't you? You MUST believe me.

WOMAN

:

Yes, I believe every word you say. You believe me, too, don’t

you, sweetheart?

ANNOUNCER

:

And why shouldn’t they believe each other? For he was Adam, and

she was Eve

.



ere is the fun-loving recorder-radio-phonograph

The memorable events of life are all captured and pre-

served forever on RECORDIO ... the baby's first birthday

party . . .grandma and grandpa's golden wedding anni-

versary ... the vacation trip to the north woods . . .

brother John’s wedding ... the New York Philharmonic

playing your favorite symphony ... a speech by the

President . . . dramatic gems from your own radio play-

house . . . that hilarious New Year's Eve party ... all the

WA 53

incidents that are such a joy to look back upon, down
through the years.

In keeping with RECORDIO’S matchless performance,

six beautiful models have been designed to take their

deserving place as guests of honor in your home. All

record from their own selective radio or self-contained

microphone. Each is equipped with a full-toned phono-
graph and offers additional public-address-system utility.
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The wrong “hatitude"

SOUND: RATTLE OF NEWSPAPER. KEY TURNING IN LOCK. DOOR OPENS AND CLOSES.
Mrs. B: (WALKING TOWARD MIKE) Oh. hello. Charles. You’re home early.
Mr. B: (PUTTING DOWN PAPER) Hello, dear. You mean you’re late. Where

have you been?

MRS. B: I've been downtown shopping, and wait till you see what I bought!
Mr. B: From the looks of the box, I'd take it to be a new hat.

SOUND: OPENING OF BOX. RUSTLE OF TISSUE PAPER.

MRS. B: Yes, and how do you like it?

MR. B: For Pete’s sakes! You're not going to wear that thing, are you?
MRS. B: You don't like it, Charles?

MR. B: Good heavens, no.

MRS. B: Really, dear, it was such a bargain that I absolutely couldn't leave
it sitting there in the store.

MR. B: The way you spend my good, hard-earned money for such monstros-
ities . . .

MRS. B: Most husbands like to see their wives in something a little bit
different .. .not what every other woman is wearing.

MR. B: How any store can honestly take your money for a skypiece like
that. .

.

MRS. B; Charles, it really wasn't expensive...

MR. B: You better not wear that when you go out with me...
MRS. B: Sometimes I'd like to shoot you... go on, get back to your evening

paper... I'll have to see about throwing some dinner together.
MR. B: Well, get that chapeau out of my way... I might just accidentally

step on it.



The wrong “hatitude"

SOUND:

MRS. B:

SOUND:

RUTHIE

:

MR. B:

RUTHIE:

SOUND:

MR. B:

RUTHIE:

MR. B:

RUTHIE

:

MR. B:

RUTHIE:

MR. B:

HAT BEING RETURNED TO BOX. . .TISSUE PAPER AND BOX TOP

A lot you would care about having a dowdy looking wife. FADES

OFF ... Anyway , I like it.

RUSTLE OF NEWSPAPER AND A SIGH FROM MR . B . . . SOUND OF

RUNNING DOWNSTAIRS

FADES ON. . .Dad, the box is all ready now...

What box?

This box for the rummage sale.

DROPS BOX ON THE FLOOR . . . LOUD CRASH OF MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES

Well, that’s nice... what rummage sale?

The one we're having at school... you remember...

Why is it so important that I should remember it?

You promised to drive my box of junk over to school as soon as you

got home tonight.

Oh I remember now... well, leave it right here... just as soon as

I finish the paper I'll take the stuff over for you...

Thanks, Dad, now don’t forget...

Okay, okay. I won’t.

SOUND:

MR. B:

UTHIE RUNS UPSTAIRS

UTS HIS PAPER DOWN. YAWNS. I suppose I might as well get up and

t it NOISE OF HIS GETTING UP OUT OF CHAIR. STUMBLES ON HAT BOX.

>arn that box... right in my way... that blamed new hat ugh what

l nightmare. . .say. . .why not. . .she won’t dare wear it for a few

lays... not after the way I blew off at her...
I
'11 just quietly put

:hat hat right here in the rummage sale box SOUND OF B0X

VND TISSUE PAPER. This old guy's not so dumb after all. FA

DFF ON: I sure pity the poor sucker who buys this...

PAUSE



e wrong “hatitude”

ANNOUNCER

SOUND:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

SOUND:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

same
n

time
SCene tak6S PlaC® th® following afternoon about the

SOUND OF DISHES AND SILVERWARE AS MRS. B IS SETTING THE TABLEDOOR OPENS AND CLOSES AND MR. B FADES IN. .

.

Oh, hello, dear.

Hello Charles. . .nice to have you home so early.

KISS

get
n
home

might t0 haVe y°Ur wife here when you do

Aren't I usually here to greet you after a hard day's work?
Not when you’re out galivanting spending all my money.
Don't you remember I told vou that thrpp nf +u Q „• ,

over this afternoon to brush up on o^r bridge .

” re

I guess you did... I’m glad I didn’t walk in on that...
Charles, the most awful thing happened...
Now what?

Jessie had a hat exactly like the one I bought yesterday,

things!
" yOU " bOUSht " d0n '

t tel1 me they made ‘»° ° r those

right‘in^he^ame MooT .

t0 k6eP "'lne "»hat d^ie living

No, we couldn't have two of those in one block...
I’m going to take it back the first thing in the morning
The_store probably wouldn't want it back... too glad to get rid

want my money back. I intend to be more practical after this
I'll tel1 y0U What we 'n do. ..just as a lesson so that you won’t



The wrong “hatitude"

MRS. B:

SOUND:

RUTHIE

:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

RUTHIE

:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

RUTHIE:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

RUTHIE:

MR. B:

SOUND:

RUTHIE:

MRS. B:

MR. B:

u +h _ + fonl ish a^ain .let's take your hat right in the box...

I?:*\TJoZVZ™ at it... and thro, it in the fireplace

and burn it.

That doesn't sound like you, Charles...

DOOR OPENS AND SLAMS SHUT AS RUTHIE DASHES IN

Hi ,
people . . . look what I got

!

Oh, no, not another hat like mine!

Where did you get hold of that?

I Just dropped in at our rummage sale after school and they were

marking this hat may down because they couldn t sell it.

Oh, no. .

.

EXPLODES IN LAUGHTER

But I think it's awfully smart, don't you, mother?

Frankly, I don't ever want to see that hat again in my life...

You won' t . .

.

Well, you like it, don’t you. Dad?

Your mother and I find we agree on the hat now. I’ll tell you what

you give it to me and I'll give you each ten dollars for a new

hat ..something along more conservative lines maybe... how about

that? Now here you are...

PAPER MONEY BEING HANDED OUT

Gee, Dad, thanks, a lot... what I can buy with this...

Charles I don’t quite see what’s gotten into you throwing 20

dollars ' away like this .. .FADES OFF... it just isn't like you.

Will I ever learn it doesn’t cost you anything to tell a woman she

looks nice, but heaven help you when you tell her she doesn t.



ints on writing your own scripts

So much fun lies in writing your own recording skits

that here are a few hints to aid you in trying your

own. What to write about, and how to write it, are

the basic writing problems.

For the mechanics or “how to write it,” follow these suggestionslions:

Limit the number of characters to 3 or 4. More

characters become confusing.

Appeal to your audience through sound, not sight.

Avoid long speeches. Short sentences and frequent

shift of emphasis create impression of action.

Get the characters into action immediately. Portray

it through their speech. Weave the background of

the situation into their speech. Don’t let them just

talk things over.

5 . Include one surprise after another to carry the ac-

tion swiftly to conclusion.

6 . Place your characters in an awkward situation,

throw troubles in their path as they try to work

them out—or get them into serious trouble trying

to dispose of a common, every-day problem.

Two examples from everyday life

which adapt themselves to good dramatization follow:

i

y /

John and Mary want to buy a sailboat,

must curtail expenses to do so. Mary
thinks John ought to give up his car,

John thinks Mary ought to do the family

laundry. John sells the car to buy a

washing machine and Mary agrees to

wash on Saturday afternoons when John
can help her. Recording should begin

with John showing Mary how to op-

erate the washing machine on their first

Saturday venture in laundering, intent

upon showing her how simple it is.

Weave into their conversation the reason

for their washing on Saturday afternoon

and other background information.

Show John in successive unsuccessful

attempts to operate the washing machine,
and end the recording with their deci-

sion to forego the sailboat.

Ned and Naomi recently married, great

lovers of the outdoors, are leaving for

Ned’s new job in Alaska. When Ned
gets companion tickets for travel by
ship, Naomi transfers hers to a later

date, insists that she’ll follow when he
finds a home. Unpleasant suspicions

clouding his mind, Ned decides Naomi
is planning not to come. Naomi, know-
ing Ned despises the "weak type,”

doesn’t want to admit she gets seasick

at sight of a ship, doesn’t want to ruin

the trip he is planning so enthusiasti-

cally. Recording should open with Ned
insisting she go or give a good reason

why not, with Naomi just as determined

she won’t go nor tell him why not, and
after a run of accusations and denials

end with Naomi’s admission of the

reason.



Start things off for your RECORDIO party by interviewing all of the guests. The host is

the logical announcer. He sets the scene in radio fashion by saying, "We are speaking to

you from the palatial home of (name of host) where the out-

standing social event of the season is now underway. Here at the microphone with me

is gathered ’s (name of city) smart set.” Carry on in either

a serious or comic fashion of interviewing each person . . . asking him what he thinks

of the party, why he does the particular work he does, what he thinks of the refreshments

being served, does he approve of his wife’s hat, his opinion of such and such a pretty girl

at the party. If the guest is a woman, ask her to state her impression of the housekeeping

ability of the hostess, have her describe another woman’s appearance, or get her to talk

about her children.

The fun begins after each guest has been interviewed. The playback will be a panic,

spiced by the comments in the background that your RECORDIO will pick up unrealized

by the people who say them. This will definitely get your party off to a flying start.

Another form of interview is based on a man in the street broadcast. The more absurd

the questions you ask, the more hilarious the results. Start off with a few routine queries,

such as the name and address of the guest.



Then shoot him a question such as:

1 . Do you prefer slim or chubby women?

2 . What is your most annoying bad habit?

3 . What is your greatest claim tofame?

4 . What is your most outstanding claim to beauty?

5 . Which type of man do you prefer

.

. . the rugged outdoor kind or the

suave, sophisticated gentleman?

6 . Do you think women like to be treated rough?

7 . Based on your experience, what have youfound to be the most successful

method of flirting?

If you go in for harmless practical jokes, your RECORDIO offers endless possibilities.

A little preparation in advance of your guests’ arrival will bring down the house when

you spring your stunts. Record several items of current news in the manner of a news

commentator and then follow up with an item about one of your guests . . . something like

"And now here is a special bulletin from Washington of great interest to citizens of our

city. President Truman is calling for the help of our own financial genius

(name of guest) to show Congress how to lower the national debt.”

Pretend to turn your radio on to a newscast, while you’re actually turning on this record.

Results will be hilarious.



With the slightest encouragement, mothers and fathers always reach for the family’s

collection of snapshots. Junior’s girl friend has to see what Junior looked like at three

weeks . . . mom decides it’s time to remind dad what a pretty bride she was . .

.

"You

ought to see the pictures we got at Yellowstone.’’

With your RECORDIO, you have a brand new medium for preserving cherished

family memories . . . the medium of sound. The baby’s first little "ma-ma,’’ Christmas

morning around the tree, noisy antics of favorite pets, birthday parties, the youngster’s

report of the first day at school, daughter’s wedding ceremony ... all the family events

that are forever dear to you, recorded for posterity and your own continuous pleasure.

When you make home movies of your trips, improve them with sound. Give them

that professional feeling by recording a running commentary on the scenes depicted.

In many cases one member of the family is living out of town, either working or

away at school. Supplement your regular letters to this person in a novel way with the

aid of your RECORDIO. Get all the rest of the family together, perhaps include the

absent one’s friends, and record an "Information Please’’ type of program to send him.

The master of ceremonies can ask each member of the assembled group questions

about work, parties, family pets, neighborhood news, new books and phonograph

records in the family library, etc.



for self-improvement

When you speak out loud, you’re not hearing your voice as others hear you. Let

RECORDIO indicate just exactly how you sound. If you feel that you have dramatic

talent, record your lines . . . you can tell immediately where you need improvement.

Dramatic students can record dialogue done by professionals over the air, then make

their own recording of the same dialogue and compare the two. It’s almost like having

a famous star for your own private tutor.

This same method also works for students of music. They benefit considerably by

listening to their own performances, and comparing them with professional recordings.

RECORDIO offers great advantages to teachers. They can record significant speeches

off the air, classical drama, world famous music ... all these worthwhile programs to

use for future reference.

Business men and public speakers find RECORDIO an invaluable aid in preparing

speeches. A rehearsal recording permits corrections and improvements in speed, timing

and force by the speaker.
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A harmless little microphone suddenly thrust before a person with the admonition to

"say something” will often cause him to "freeze up” and become exceptionally nervous.

To reassure your participants and get your party going, start a songfest. Group singing

is ideal for warming up your guests and creating a spirit of conviviality. People auto-

matically let themselves go when their voice is merely one in a group.

Undoubtedly you will have one or two people who will want to sing a solo or team

up for a duet or barbershop quartet. Don’t rely entirely on the good voices to sing . .

.

get your monotone voices to join the chorus . . . they’ll add to all the gaiety. Get every-

body to join in and they’ll all be in a more receptive mood for the plays or skits to follow.

Pick the old familiar songs for group singing. Most of your group will join in if

they know the song and the words. Choose old favorites like:

"SHINE ON, HARVEST MOON” • "MY BLUE HEAVEN" • "SWEET

ADELINE" • "I’VE BEEN WORKING ON THE RAILROAD” • "DINAH"
• "TENTING TONIGHT" • "MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME" • "LONG
LONG TRAIL" • "A PRETTY GIRL IS LIKE A MELODY" • "THE

BULLDOG ON THE BANK" • "COMING THROUGH THE RYE" •

"LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART” • "SHORTNIN’ BREAD"



o you think you should have been an actor?

Don’t be afraid to admit it . . . everybody knows that with the "right part" they could

have accomplished big things on the stage ! Now RECORDIO offers you your chance

to demonstrate how talented you are ... or are not ! Make up a list of actual person-

alities or well-known character types. Assign each of your guests to one characteriza-

tion . .
.
give them a few minutes to plan how they are going to tackle the part . .

.

and

then down with your cutting head, and RECORDIO captures the results. The playback

will undoubtedly expose more laughs than talent, but it’s all in fun.

All of the better-known radio and movie stars lend themselves wonderfully well

to impersonation . . . Eddie Cantor, Charlie McCarthy, Jack Benny, Gracie Allen, Baby

Snooks, Greta Garbo. There are also numerous character types that are a cinch to bring

out everyone’s histrionic ability . . . the busy-body, the shy young thing, the timid soul,

the show-off, and mother’s little darling.



fear ’round joy is yours

The special fun of RECORDIO knows no season. Every month

contains some opportunity to use your RECORDIO. Many are the

occasions—frequent, once-in-a-lifetime events—that require record-

ing for future pleasure. As the days roll by you’ll find that you are

building up a precious collection of familiar voices, family re-

unions, births, weddings, birthdays, betrothals, job promotions,

vacations, famous guests, hilarious parties, Christmas, New Years’*

Thanksgiving, and a host of different exciting occasions on long-

lasting, vibrant-voiced RECORDIO DISCS. Each passing year will

make this "living library’’ of sound memories more priceless until it

becomes a family heirloom to pass from one generation to the next.

Life can be fuller, richer and more satisfying with RECORDIO

to chronicle and preserve its many happy events in satisfying sound.

A RECORDIO truly becomes a cherished instrument to pre-

serve joyous memories forever ... in sound.



A/lake your own “talking letters”

ANNOUNCE

/A*

ARRIVAL

To most people, writing letters is a bothersome chore.

How much more fun to "write” your letter by speaking

into a microphone! RECORDIO offers you the oppor-

tunity to inject your own inimitable personality into

your letters and holiday greetings. Recording your

letters is sheer enjoyment ! In a twinkling of three

minutes your letter is finished ... filled with all the

news just as you would tell it yourself.

If the recording is a greeting, highlight the special

occasion by affixing a gay holiday label into the

standard RECORDIO seal.

And best of all, RECORDIO DISCS can be played

back on any electric phonograph anywhere as often

as desired. A convenient mailing envelope protects

your RECORDIO DISC in transit.



he magic of brilliant Recordio performance

lies in the use of

For recordings of unsurpassed clarity, always use RECORDIO DISCS. They are long-

lasting . . . can be used on both sides . .
. possess brilliant playback fidelity . . . are care-

fully engineered for minimum noise level and full fidelity. An exclusive Wilcox-Gay

coating on all RECORDIO DISCS assures their perfect performance.

Records are only as good as the points used in cutting and playing them. Tremendous
research resources available to the Wilcox-Gay Corporation are behind these marvelous

RECORDIOPOINT Cutting and Playback Needles. Their use produces soft, clear

reproduction and assures records and discs the longest possible life of superior per-

formance. Needles priced from $0.25 to $2.50.
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